Acute Mastoiditis Following Leech Therapy in the Treatment of Acute Otitis Media
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Abstract
Otitis media is defined as an infection of the middle ear fluid and is the second most common pediatric diagnosis in the emergency department following upper respiratory infections. Acute mastoiditis in children develops when acute otitis media (AOM) spreads into the mastoid air cells inside the temporal bone. We present a 7 years old female child who attended to our clinic with severe symptoms of acute otitis media complicated with acute mastoiditis, to whom leech therapy was performed as the initial treatment, elsewhere. Due to the delay of the medical therapy, the disease deteriorated. Medicinal leech therapy (MLT) or hirudotherapy, an old technique, is believed to have possible positive effects on various conditions such as inflammatory and infectious diseases. They are used for their analgesic, anti-inflammatory, platelet inhibitory, anticoagulant, and thrombin regulatory functions. MLT is not an alternative, but may be a complementary and/or integrative choice. Deprivation or deferment of the exact medical treatment may lead to many undesirable complications.
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Introduction
Hirudotherapy (Leech therapy) was first used by Avicenna in 1020 [1]. It was believed that Hirudo medicinalis balanced the 'biological humours' by removing blood from patients. In 12th century, Abd-el-latifal-Baghdadi claimed that leeches could help to clean tissues post operatively [1].

Leech therapy is used to reduce blood coagulation, relieving venous pressure, and stimulate blood circulation [1,2]. Moreover, leech saliva contains analgesic and anti-inflammatory substances, as well as having antimicrobial properties against E.coli, Paeruginosa, B.cereus, S. Typhy and S.Aureus, C.albicans and C. neoformans [1,3].

However in blood coagulation disorders, severe anemia, allergy to leech saliva, pregnancy and frailty, Hirudotherapy is contraindicated [3].

Leech therapy may have beneficial therapeutic actions, but it also has complications. The major complication of leech therapy is infection. The commonly encountered bacteria are Aeromonas spp., Pseudomonas spp., and Vibrio spp. Gunawan et. al. recommend prophylaxis [3].

Case Report
A 7 years of female child attended to our clinic with a complaint of left ear pain. In patient history, leech therapy was initially performed in another city. They referred to our clinic with persistent severe ear pain for nearly three weeks. The physical examination showed the three loci of entrance of leeches to the left ear (Figure 1). In her otoscopic examination, the left tympanic membrane was hyperemic and thickened. The post-auricular region was tender with palpation. Tympanometry showed a 'type B graphic with increased negative pressure, decreased compliance. Computerized tomography of the temporal bone (CT) reported dense fluid accumulation in the middle ear and mastoid air cells, referring to acute otitis media with acute mastoiditis (Figure 2 and 3).
patient was hospitalized, immediate intravenous (IV) antibiotics (*Ceftriaxone* 2x 750 mg) and anti-inflammatory-analgesic agents were administered for 10 days. Following the IV therapy, the patients’ symptoms relieved, she was discharged and oral *Cefuroxime axetil* 2x 250 mg for 10 days was prescribed.

**Figure 1:** The appearance of the left ear. The hyperemic loci of the entrance of leeches are visible

**Figure 2:** The mastoid cavity with fluid accumulation is demonstrated in CT coronal image

**Figure 3:** The axial CT image of the patient
Discussion

AOM is a common disorder of early childhood which is also one of the most common reasons for referral of a child to an otolaryngology clinic. It is usually caused by the upper respiratory tract infections in which, the Eustachian tube is obstructed. Negative pressure occurs in the middle ear and via this pressure disequilibirium, the microbe-containing secretions from the upper airway mucousa, moves easily into the middle ear. The pathogens start to replicate in the middle ear and infection occurs [4-6]. A study of middle ear fluid in 79 children showed that 66% had bacteria and viruses, 27% had only bacteria, and 4% had only viruses [7]. The most common bacteria that cause AOM are, *Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenza, and Moraxella catarrhalis* [8].

AOM can proceed to severe complications. Acute mastoiditis is one of them. In severe cases especially when antrum is blocked with musosal edema or granulation tissue, the drainage of the purulent secretions from the mastoid cells is interrupted. Thus the bacterial proliferation continues and with the penetration of mucousa, acute mastoiditis occurs. If the infectious process spreads to mastoid emissary veins and into the periostium, the first stage of acute mastoiditis is observed. If infiltration and demineralization of bone and degradation of its organic components occurs, the second stage (acute coalescent mastoiditis) is encountered [9,10].

Treatment strategies may vary among medical disciplines. A study showed that there was a decrease in use of antibiotics by otolaryngologists and pediatricians in between 2002 and 2009, while there was an increase in use by family practitioners in the same period [11].

The decision of whether or not to treat with prompt antibiotics is commonly based on age, severity of symptoms, the presence of otorrhea and laterality [4]. American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) practice guideline recommends the use of antibiotics in patients with AOM, younger than 6 months, and for all children 6 months to two years of age with otorrhea and AOM; unilateral or bilateral AOM with severe symptoms, and bilateral AOM without otorrhea [9]. The decision to observe the patient without initial antibiotherapy should be made in accordance with caregivers and a close follow-up in every 48-72 hours is needed, so that antibiotics can be started in persistent or worsening conditions [12].

In this case, the patient was not followed-up closely and the symptoms and signs aggravated leading to acute mastoiditis. For this case leech therapy seems to delay the efficient medical therapies and with the lack of a close follow-up, the worsening of the condition was overlooked. However Hirudotherapy may also cause infections thus when performed, the patient should also be on probation of an experienced medical staff.

CT is the best radiologic option to evaluate the mastoid cavity and search for mastoid coalescence, abscess, mastoid cortex dehiscence [9]. If there is soft tissue edema or erythema in the absence of such radiological findings, hospitalization and administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics are suggested [9]. If there is no improvement of signs and symptoms in the following 24 hours, myringotomy and tube placement may be considered [9].

In our case the patient had otalgia, and tenderness in the mastoid region. The CT showed intense fluid in the mastoid cavity. As with medical therapy the symptoms and signs improved significantly, additional surgical management was not required.

Conclusion

Hirudotherapy may have potential anti-microbial, analgesic anti-inflammatory effects, however it may also cause secondary infections. In addition, this therapy is not routinely used in hospitals, and to our knowledge performed by alternative medicine therapists. Thus, applying leech to the infected area, may be time consuming and avoid a close follow-up by a clinician which may lead to a delay of the implementation of required medical and surgical therapies and cause serious complications.
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